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Comment on “String-dominated Universe(SDU)” 

Theoretical prejudice favors the flat(k-0) cosmology, and the 

inflationary Universe scenario implements this prejudice in a natural 
+hr ,’ 

way. For the k-0 model R (Z&H/fir;c j P~=~&+~~~~~~l)=l. However. 

observational data suggests: -(z&O.fiO.~‘, where’f0.i’ indicates the 

range of values reported. This discrepancy is known as the’n -problem! 

A number of solutions have been suggested: noes is determined by 

assuming that light (i.e.,galaxies) traces mass--perhaps this a3SmptiOn 

is not valid; fro,, is not sensitive to a smoothly-distributed component 

of mass density--perhaps most of the mass density resides in a smooth 

4 1 
component( $Sficmnz~-JZNR”. O.$*O.I 1. Candidates for the smooth 

component include: relativistic particles ’ pn), ( a relic cosmological 

~termL (J&I, and in a recent letter Vilenkin=has suggested fast-moving 

strings(fS ):fWW- a l-p e--+* of s+yy& c&J- 
There is another equally important difficulty with the k{O model-- 

the growth of density perturbations needed to form structure in the 

Universe. Linear density perturbations can only grow while the UniVer33 

is matter-dominated ( &jjH,/pti(I& A&> 1. The Universe becomes 

matter-donminated when the cosmic scale factor fI% q 3+\o-ya,$/B4)-‘, 
where HO” loOh kms"M$,&T%/IW) &cd&$)s \ . In a k+O or a 

SDU. perturbations cease growing roughly when the Universe becomes 

string -+r +Irvature-dominated(~PR= ps or k/a2 ) : f&Z(sLi;k 1). -’ The&e +i 
&i;yLZT C.?-ab\?/ ya--w??L3~ u’ i 

total growth faotoriis:~13*I$~~~~a18? IIf the NR component is 

baryons, then perturbations cannot grow until after 

decouplingc %Zi6’ 1 and~%oo&R;]Thus for smaller fin,, larger 

initial perturbations are needed, in turn implying larger anisotropiea 
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in the cosmic background radiation(CBR)-- this is called the ‘10-n 

squeeze. ’ The smoothness of the 3 CBR rules out all baryon-dominated 

models and’hot‘ or’cold’dark matter models with Q&h b 0.3. 

My rna~~~~~n~~~~~~~~~~~ea~~a~ the’fi-problem,) it 

does not aii- s-actual1 wor3e tKan the k#O model with regard to 

the’ lo- fi squeeze: In contrast, the Jk#-CJ and A#o models are 

essentially as @o in this regard as the &,< 1 model. -- ~-lw~~ 

ps< i/t &${;Fi “:h$+ _numer itally 
\ 

integrated thc~ equations for the 

evolution of I\ci;) .and ~of &pplsL/ptik . In t& ‘id” the growth of 

e&4 4&a 
from decoupling until today is significantly leas than in a 

k 0 
f 

model. Since kf0 models with~,.&O.~ are ruled out, SDU models 

with fi.& k0.s are also ruled out (both have a growth factor of Ly=koo 

since decoupling). All baryon-dominated SDU models are ruled out. The 

reason for the difference between the kf0 model and the SDU is easy to 

understand. menJQ7J$ ’ adt 
35 -1.5 

andpS6 LJ , whereas v 
-I. 

Ax&A . This 

means the transition from NB to string-domination takes longer (since 

S)s/jlda 6 &‘la and not 6 d 1. 
- and therefore must start earlier !$ 

rcompare the estimate for a, %(fi,,$- 1) 
-, 

with the actual numerical 
> L 

result for f+j. One other minor point; ima that the SDU 
I 

helps to ease the Hubble par~et_e~age dilemma. 

better than ah<1 modey,<trorse than a kf0 model, . 

a A # 0 model -. 
‘. 

;il awl, there are “two difficulties with kfu models--that of 

aesthetics and that of formation of structure. The SDU only addresses 

the first. With regard to the second the SDU is :..- . ; ~. ii- ,.tofie( 
rs 

than the kf0 model. 


